FlashNet

Next-generation storage
for Grass Valley users

High performance storage &
lifecycle management for STRATUS™
and other Grass Valley solutions
Masstech’s FlashNet provides powerful, flexible and highly
integrated archive and storage management to users of all
Grass Valley systems.

Why FlashNet?
Seamless Integration

User-level integrations with Stratus, Aurora
and ITX

Multiple K2 Sources

GXF and MXF files can be archived from K2
Production, K2 Summit and K2 Solo

Keep your K2s clear

Quickly and easily move finished content
into near or deep storage, and free-up
space on your K2 servers and systems

Class-Leading Scalability

Easily add more storage as your archive
grows - without performance degradation

Instant access to your assets

Archive, find and retrieve assets without
leaving your Grass Valley applications
STRATUS displays real-time online and archived asset status

Together they offer a complete toolset to efficiently control
the archiving, restore and lifecycle management of content,
providing a seamless connection between GV systems and
next-generation cloud and hybrid cloud storage.
Integration with stored content at an interface level provides
users with archive, restore, Partial File Restore and other
broadcast standard functions from directly within the
Grass Valley applications. It’s quick and easy, and there’s no
requirement for operator training.

Harness the flexibility of now &
next-generation storage

Direct access to tiered storage locations:
on-premise, private cloud, public and
hybrid cloud

Multi-platform

Tape, disk, cloud or hybrid: choose the
optimized storage environment to store
your assets as cost effectively as possible

Unrivalled Support

Masstech’s class-leading support is M&E
trained and experienced in your workflows

For further information please visit www.masstech.com, or email info@masstech.com

Now and next-generation storage,
just the way you want it

FlashNet provides the access to cloud, multi-cloud or hybrid cloud
storage, optimized & automated to ensure maximum efficiency

With Masstech, you get to choose the
storage environment that suits your
workflows.
Do you have an existing on-premise archive
and want to leverage cloud? You can do
both with a single solution.
Are you concerned about the costs of your
current cloud provider? Masstech can help
you find a solution and manage which
cloud(s) best fits your different asset types.
And with integrations for Amazon, Azure,
Google, on-prem S3 and support for more
storage hardware than any other vendor,
Masstech is the only provider than can help
you transform your current archive into the
storage that will take you into your future.

Committed to GV, dedicated to M&E
Regardless of the size of your organization, and wherever you are in the world, Masstech’s enduring
alliance with Grass Valley and our commitment to effective, efficient M&E workflows will continue
to provide you with content storage
management solutions that work today, and
into the future. Email info@masstech.com
to join over 400 Masstech M&E users around
the world, and start your journey into nextgeneration GV storage.

The Masstech Difference
Unlike other vendors, Masstech doesn’t sell
hardware or consumables. With a Masstech system,
you’re free to choose your own storage hardware
and platforms - no vendor lock-in, no expensive
on-going commitments. This means that you get the
optimized storage environment for your assets, not
a proprietary system designed to suit your vendor.
Search ‘The Masstech Difference’.

www.masstech.com
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